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Comma’s
If you like rounded crimps then this is the range for 
you! It features 20 comma shaped crimps of all 
styles, from single finger pockets to narrow ridges 
and contains a combination of small and medium 
size holds. 20 in a Set

Crimps Range
Crimps 1
The original crimps range which features 20 
mainly small edges but also tiny hidden 
pockets and rounded surfaces. 20 in a set

Crimps 2
This crimps range features a wide variety 
of 20 holds from shallow pockets to slop-
ing edges and pinches. Great for working 
on that finger strength! 20 in a set

Crimps 3
This set of 20 crimps is slightly different in 
design to the other two sets and includes a 
mixture of small and medium sizes. Be pre-
pared to work on that finger strength!

Screw-on’s Range
Small Screw-on’s
A must for any indoor climbing facility, a set 
of 11 holds which provide a cheap alternative 
to expensive home-made resin features 
whilst still providing a wide range of shapes 
and styles. Simply screw on randomly 
around your wall, perfect for improving your 
footwork. You will not find any holds smaller 
than these!

Medium Screw-on’s
If the Micro screw-ons are too small, why not 
try these larger footholds or hand holds 
which are ideal for the beginner or novice. As 
with the micro screw-ons, simply screw on 
randomly around your wall and create your 
own features. A set of 10 holds.
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Worm Holds
This set of 10 mini jug holds features a decorative 
ripple effect on the outside of the holds. The range 
includes jugs of all depths. This is an ideal range 
for powerful moves through overhanging walls or 
along roofs, or for easier climbing on a vertical wall.

Jugs Range
Mini Jugs
This set of 20 holds features an attractive 
ripple effect decorating the outside of the 
holds. The range includes jugs of all depths, 
small pockets and handles. This is an ideal 
range for powerful moves through over-
hanging walls or along roofs, or for easier 
climbing on a vertical wall. 

Turtle Mini Jugs
A set of 30 beautifully styled positive climbing 
holds. Our Mini Turtles have been designed with a 
mock turtle shell texture and our signature rough 
surface for exceptional grip. With the positive 
features and large juggy characteristics these 
holds are perfect for beginners and schools to 
help shape the early development of muscle 
groups associated with the physical aspects of 
climbing. With an eye catching design these holds 
are sure to keep the climbers coming back time 
and time again. Mini Monster Jugs

Set of 10 small monster jugs. Ideal for steep 
routes and roofs or for novice and beginner 
climbs. Beautiful plumage.

Super Jugs
Large enough to bivvy on if you fail to reach 
the summit. Ideal for steep routes and roofs 
as well as for novice and beginner climbs.

Son of Kongs
This range of 20 holds are essentially a set of 
mini-jugs which have been beautifully styled 
and ergonomically shaped. They are ideal for 
all types of wall but especially overhanging 
and training walls as they are tendon friendly. 
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Orangahangs
Full set of 30 assorted sized holds ranging from full 
hand jugs, pinches, pockets, finger jugs and small 
crimps. Tried and tested by the Orangutans of 
Blackpool Zoo.

Mixed Sets
Aborginals
Ideal for school traversing walls. Varied set of 
shapes and sizes The range includes pockets, 
crimps, pinches, jugs, slopers and buckets and as 
such, makes an ideal set with which to start your 
indoor climbing wall project. Number in set 22

Creatures
A spanking set of 18 holds that have a very 
natural feel to them, their superb friction 
properties make them ideal for every type of wall. 
Range from large Jugs, pinches, slopers, and 
crimps.

Donkey Kongs
This new set is aimed to give you a bit of 
everything in one set. 10 holds inc. 2 Crimps, 2 
Jugs, 2 Pinches, 2 Slopers and 2 Pockets 
providing a variety of grips within one box. With 
the custom Kong styling etched in to the surface 
these holds are ideal for any wall. 

Turtle Shells
This is a varied range of 40 climbing holds, all 
with an attractive turtleshell pattern. The range 
includes everything from the smallest crimps 
and pinches to the largest of jugs. It is an ideal 
range for all wall angles and climbers of all 
abilities.
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Foot Fanatics
Set of 22 medium foot holds. Ideal for setting 
harder grade routes especially when used in 
conjunction with a set of crimps

Slopers Range
Medium Slopers
10 medium sized slopers, great for setting slopey routes or boulder problems.Pockets

A set of 20 pockets of all sizes sunk into rounded 
surfaces. This range includes tiny one or two 
finger pockets to whole hand pockets. Ideal tools 
to improve your finger strength. The range 
includes medium, large, extra large and giant 
holds. No in set 20

Large Slopers
10 large full hand slopers, Brilliant for setting technical slopey routes or boulder 
problems

Pinches
A set of 20 pinches of all shapes and sizes, 
from wide sloping ones to narrow fingery 
ones. Ideal for novices or experts and will suit 
all wall angles depending on your ability.

Specific Range



As well as climbing holds we also manufacture state of the art �ngerboards for training, we use the latest in 
Polyurethane technology to ensure optimum strength and durability while keeping weight to a minimum 
making them extremely portable
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Finger Boards

The newly named Diablo �ngerboard is the latest training tool to hit the scene, with its devilish good 
looks, its hard to resist grabbing hold of it for a really good session! It is made using polyurethane 
technology making a very strong lightweight board suitable for use anywhere. The unusual design 
makes this board a very unique and desirable piece of equipment that will help to push climbers to the 
next level. 

Diablo

Revolver
The Revolver �ngerboard is a revolutionary new �ngerboard that is constructed using Polyure-
thane. The Revolver board is stronger and smaller than traditional boards making it much more 
mobile than previous o�erings. It has a keyhole slot �xing system which means the board can be 
removed and installed the opposite way up, this is because the Revolver has a positive side for 
beginners and a negative side which gives the board a longevity that can sometimes be missing 
from other boards. The board can also be easily taken down meaning it can be used in various 
places around the home. 
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Volumes

Small Ply Volumes
Even a Small volume can make a big difference to 
slab, vertical or overhanging climbing wall. Small 
volumes come with a Stonecoat finish, a few 
bolt on placements as well as pre-drilled 
mounting holes.

Medium Ply Volumes
Medium Volumes are great for adding that extra 
challenge to any route or problem. Medium 
volumes come with bolt on placements as 
well as pre-drilled mounting holes and a 
stone coat finish means these volumes 
can be smeared, pinched and 
laybacked off.

Medium GRP Volumes
Slap, Pull and Prey you can hold to these 
little beasts that will truely test your skills 
on slopers. Medium GRP volumes come 
with a stonecoat finish giving amazing grip 
and pre-drilled mounting holds. Custom 
Paint works available

Large GRP Volumes
Are you up for the challenge or will you let this 
volume bully you into submission. Large GRP 
volumes come with a stonecoat finish giving 
amazing grip and pre-drilled mounting holds. 
Custom Paint works available

Large Ply Volumes
Large Volumes will open up all kinds of 
possibilities for route setting just like a 
feature with the added bonus of being 
able to reposition it . Large volumes come 
with bolt on placements as well as pre-
drilled mounting holes and a stone coat 
finish means these volumes can be 
smeared, pinched and laybacked off.

Custom Ply Volumes
Need something a little different, maybe you want to incorprate a logo in to your 
volumes or just want some unique shapes for you wall?  Custom volumes come 
with bolt on placements as well as pre-drilled mounting holes 
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